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	Linear and Nonlinear Multivariable Feedback Control: A Classical Approach, 9780470061046 (0470061049), John Wiley & Sons, 2008

	Automatic feedback control systems play crucial roles in many fields, including manufacturing industries, communications, naval and space systems. At its simplest, a control system represents a feedback loop in which the difference between the ideal (input) and actual (output) signals is used to modify the behaviour of the system. Control systems are in our homes, computers, cars and toys. Basic control principles can also be found in areas such as medicine, biology and economics, where feedback mechanisms are ever present.


	Linear and Nonlinear Multivariable Feedback Control presents a highly original, unified control theory of both linear and nonlinear multivariable (also known as multi-input multi-output (MIMO)) feedback systems as a straightforward extension of classical control theory. It shows how the classical engineering methods look in the multidimensional case and how practising engineers or researchers can apply them to the analysis and design of linear and nonlinear MIMO systems.


	This comprehensive book:

	
		uses a fresh approach, bridging the gap between classical and modern, linear and nonlinear multivariable control theories;
	
		includes vital nonlinear topics such as limit cycle prediction and forced oscillations analysis on the basis of the describing function method and  absolute stability analysis by means of the primary classical frequency-domain criteria (e.g. Popov, circle or parabolic criteria);
	
		reinforces the main themes with practical worked examples solved by a special MATLAB-based graphical user interface, as well as with problems, questions and exercises on an accompanying website.  



	The approaches presented in Linear and Nonlinear Multivariable Feedback Control form an invaluable resource for graduate and undergraduate students studying multivariable feedback control as well as those studying classical or modern control theories. The book also provides a useful reference for researchers, experts and practitioners working in industry
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Cross-Modal Analysis of Speech, Gestures, Gaze and Facial Expressions: COST Action 2102 International Conference Prague, Czech Republic, OctoberSpringer, 2009

	This volume brings together the peer-reviewed contributions of the participants at the COST 2102 International Conference on “Cross-Modal Analysis of Speech, Gestures, Gaze and Facial Expressions” held in Prague, Czech Republic, October 15–18, 2008. The conference was sponsored by COST (European Cooperation in the Field of...


		

Beginning Game Level Design (Premier Press Game Development)Course Technology PTR, 2005
Welcome to Beginning Game Level Design, the book that finally makes sense of low-carb
diets and whether aliens did indeed seed the planet with humanity. Or maybe that’s my
other book, Low-Carb Diets and Alien Conspiracy Theories for Blockheads. This book is
about creating great mods or levels to impress and bring joy to your...

		

Virtual Machines: Versatile Platforms for Systems and Processes (The Morgan Kaufmann Series in Computer Architecture and Design)Morgan Kaufmann, 2005
Virtual Machine technology applies the concept of virtualization to an entire machine, circumventing real machine compatibility constraints and hardware resource constraints to enable a higher degree of software portability and flexibility.  Virtual machines are rapidly becoming an essential element in computer system design.  They provide system...




	

Organic ChemistryOxford University Press, 2000
This new and innovative text helps students develop a deeper understanding of organic chemistry. It treats the subject as a coherent whole, complete with numerous logical connections, consequences, and an underlying structure and "language." Employing an approach based on mechanism and reaction type, the book empasizes understanding ideas...

		

La Passione: How Italy Seduced the WorldCrown, 2019

	A jubilant celebration of Italy’s outsize impact on culture, from literature to art, music to movies, that “masterfully examines the multitude of reasons why so many people fall in love with Italy and the Italian lifestyle” (Forbes)

	

	Can you imagine painting without Leonardo, opera...


		

Financial Cryptography and Data Security: 12th International Conference, FC 2008Springer, 2008

	I am are very happy to have taken part in the 12th Financial Cryptography and
	Data Security Conference (FC 2008). Due to the recent growth in the number of
	security and cryptography venues, the competition for high-quality submissions
	has been on the rise. Despite that, the continued success of FC is attested by
	the research...
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